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WORK EXPERIENCE
Senior Software Engineer
RevStar

US

Provide cloud-native solutions for businesses that need secure, scalable 
and cost-effective applications

Developed responsive web and single page app using React.js
Translating UI/UX design wireframes into code while producing high-
quality markups and reusable component
Develop iPhone and Android mobile apps using React Native utilizing 
Redux for enhanced maintainability
Improved server query response time by caching and improving SQL 
queries
Developed a microservices-based architecture with Node, Docker, 
Kubernetes, PostgreSQL, and Elasticsearch for online platforms that 
serve millions of users hourly

Project Lead Developer
CTemplar

US

An email security management software offering anonymous end-to-end 
encrypted protection to individual users

Developed the application utilizing Angular while managing the State 
through Ngrx allowing for real-time comparisons of choices saving 
hours of users time
Implemented the encryption feature using GPG and RSA encryption
Involving in communicating with business analysts and creating design 
documents for business requirements
Mentor and empower junior developers through knowledge transfer and 
coding guidance
Familiarity with software development best practices: source control 
systems, unit testing, documentation, automated build environments, 
and agile software development

Frontend Developer
Bitfinex

US

A digital asset trading platform offering state-of-the-art services for digital 
currency traders and global liquidity providers

Working on frontend of web and mobile application development using 
React and React Native
Implemented complex microservices using AWS lambda and API 
Gateway
Build Bitfinex Honey, UI library and related features with smart contract 
developers and backend developers
Implemented trading features using MetaMask and Wallet connect
Collaborated with the UX/UI design teams to improve the website and 
applications, increasing conversion rates by 25%

Software Engineer
Siemplify

US

the #1 Independent SOAR platform to manage Security Operations from a 
Single Platform

Coded using Javascript, HTML and CSS for main features
Simplified reporting delivering actionable information servers allowing 
them to take corrective action on over-leveraged budgets
Implement Data visualization with Graph, Dashboard, Chart, Machine 
Learning and dependencies
Add user authentication & authorization process using JWT and 
Passport and implement testing using Jest, Cypress, etc

SUMMARY

Senior Full Stack Developer with 10� 
years of proven leadership and 
meaningfully contributions to teams of 
varying size and scope.
Creative Front-End Developer offering 
10� years of experience providing high-
impact web and mobile solutions for 
diverse industry organizations.
Extensive experience in design, 
development and testing of high 
availability and scalable Web and Mobile 
applications.

LANGUAGES
English
Proficient

SKILLS
React React Native Angular

Node Vue Python Django

PHP Javascript Typescript

MySQL DevOps AWS Docker

HTML5/CSS3 CI/CD Git

Agile/Scrum UI/UX Webpack

EDUCATION
Bachelor of Sciene in 
Computer Science 
Barry University

Miami Shores, FL, US

GPA

3.7 4.0

FIND ME ONLINE
LinkedIn

https://www.linkedin.com/in/anthony-teed-
9a135b262/

Portfolio

https://anthony-teed.com/
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ANTHONY TEED
Senior Software Engineer

1 �941� 247�8187 anthonyteed9@gmail.com Venice, FL, US


